WITH ‘SCIENCE OF READING’ LAWS, STATES EYE TURNAROUND IN RECENT TRENDS

Test scores have fallen across the region; new legislative measures include investments in reading instruction — and sometimes requirements on how the subject is taught.

by Derek Cantú (dcantu@csg.org)

I n the Midwest, drops in students’ test scores on reading are widespread and, in many states, predate the COVID-19 pandemic. One group that has taken notice and recent action to reverse that trend: state legislators. “Kids that don’t know how to read or aren’t reading at a proficient level by third grade are exponentially more likely to drop out of school,” notes Indiana Rep. Jake Teshka, chief author of a new law on reading in his state.

The research is definitive on that point, he adds, and the consequences also are clear: Young people don’t attain the postsecondary credentials they need for economic and career success, and the state as a whole is left with a workforce problem. “Jobs coming to Indiana are increasingly going to require some sort of postsecondary education,” Teshka adds. He believes a new law in Indiana can help turn around those trends in reading performance. In Wisconsin, Rep. Joel Kitchens authored a like-minded bill in his home state, with some of the same long-term concerns about student outcomes in mind. “When people ask me, ‘What scares you the most about the future?’ [it] is seeing more and more people trapped in that cycle of poverty, one generation after the other,” Kitchens says.

“The only chance we have of breaking that is education. And basically, if we don’t get [students] reading early, it’s just not going to happen.”

Laws in Indiana, Wisconsin and other states (see map on page 2) are revamping schools’ reading instructional strategies and promoting (sometimes requiring) approaches that adhere to what is known as the “science of reading” or SoR.

CONTEXT OF NEW LAWS ON READING INSTRUCTION

Although not comprised of a universally recognized curriculum model, SoR is an approach to reading instruction that emphasizes phonetic learning, the sounding out of letters and words.

For the last few decades, a “reading war” of sorts has waged throughout academia regarding reading instruction. Is phonics the best approach? Or do other strategies work best for students?

For example, with the “three-cueing” model, an emphasis is placed on students using context clues and analyzing syntax in order to understand written language. In practice, a teacher using this method would prompt students, or “cue” them, to ascertain the meaning of a word in a sentence by asking a series of questions: Does it make sense? Does it sound right? Does it look right?

The problem with this method, according to critics, is this style of instruction simply makes students better guessers. It’s more akin to the strategies used by people who have difficulty reading, they say.
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How one state’s experience led to right kind of reading laws

The SoR movement has also gained traction in part because of recent progress in Mississippi, a state that traditionally has had among the nation’s lowest reading scores. A turnaround has occurred in that state over the past decade, since passage of the Literacy-Based Promotion Act and the Early Learning Collaborative Act. With those laws in place, money started going toward SoR-based professional development for all early-grade teachers and school administrators. Mississippi schools also received new resources from the state, including literacy coaches — individuals with advanced degrees who work with teachers as well as one-on-one with students. “The coaches were put through a rigorous interview process to make sure they had the right background knowledge and knew how to work with adults,” former Mississippi State Superintendent Carey Wright said during an interview earlier this year with McKinsey & Company. “We were strategic in how we deployed these people and how we built capacity for teachers and leaders.” Between 2013 and 2019, average fourth-grade reading scores in Mississippi increased significantly. Additionally, 65 percent of students in this grade were reading at a basic level or higher, up from 53 percent in 2013. These advances were also seen across multiple racial and ethnic groups. Mississippi’s success story has given rise to new SoR laws in other states, including three in the Midwest this year alone: Indiana (HB 1558/1559, Ohio HB 33) and Wisconsin (AB 321).

“If we know what works, we need to go all in.”

These laws require classroom instruction and professional development in SoR methods, and also generally prohibit use of the three-cueing model in the future (with exceptions for students with special needs or English language learners where this method might be preferred and work best). These states also provide funding for new literacy coaches to help deliver evidence-based reading instruction to students. In Indiana, the transition to SoR is scheduled to happen rather quickly. At public and charter schools where fewer than 70 percent of students earn a passing score on a state reading evaluation, an SoR-only curriculum must be in place next school year. A similar timeline applies to Indiana’s teacher-preparation programs, and a new literacy endorsement for teacher-candidate graduates will begin being offered in July 2025. “It is aggressive and it’s intentionally so,” Teshka says. “If we know what works, we need to go all in.” That’s also why he and other lawmakers ultimately rejected the idea of allowing hybrid approaches, which incorporate elements of both SoR and three-cueing. These hybrid methods are sometimes referred to as “blended” or “balanced.”

Over the next two years, Indiana is allocating $40 million to train teachers on SoR, to recruit literacy and instructional coaches, and to allow teachers who graduated before 2025 to earn a new literacy endorsement (and earn differentiated pay). This new appropriation builds on big investments in reading instruction in the state in recent years, including a multillion-dollar Lilly Endowment grant.

Path to legislative passage in Ohio and Wisconsin

Ohio legislators also were able to get a SoR measure passed this year due in part to promised funding. That state’s new approach to reading instruction came not through stand-alone legislation, but via provisions in the two-year budget. It includes $86 million for professional development, $64 million for curriculum and instructional materials, and $18 million for literacy coaches, according to The Capitol Journal. Ohio schools will transition to SoR-only instruction by next fall, and all teachers and administrators will need to complete training in SoR instructional strategies by June 2025.

Gov. Mike DeWine has been one of the biggest proponents of this new approach to literacy instruction. “The jury has returned, the evidence is clear, the verdict is in,” DeWine said in his State of the State address earlier this year. Throughout the spring, he traveled the state to classrooms that were already using the SoR approach, and his office produced a video that included testimonials from teachers, administrators and students. The path to a new reading law in Wisconsin was quite different. In previous years, Gov. Tony Evers had vetoed legislation calling for new assessments of reading proficiency among students in the early grades. Those past differences, Rep. Kitchens says, had resulted in an air of distrust between the legislative and executive branches. However, bipartisan consensus was built for the legislative proposal AB 321 (Kitchens was the chief sponsor) as various K-12 and university leaders voiced support for the SoR model. “I went to DPI [the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction] at the beginning of the session, and was very surprised that all of a sudden they were kind of on board with me,” Kitchens says. “Then, I set up an appointment to talk to the governor, and he was very supportive as well.” Early on in the legislative process, however, bipartisan support for the measure was almost upended over a provision that would have required schools to “hold back” third-graders if they did not pass a newly designed reading assessment. “The education community, certainly the governor’s office, was vehemently opposed to putting in a policy like that,” Kitchens says. “You can see, my part, that was never an issue … Very often that is not what’s in the kids’ best interest.” The provision was taken out, and Evers signed AB 321 in July.

‘Ambitious’ timelines to implement reading law

Under Wisconsin’s new law, school districts have until July 2025 to write individualized policies for how they will intervene and help students with low reading scores as they move from third grade to fourth grade. Like Mississippi, Wisconsin will take a targeted approach in how it deploys new state-funded literacy coaches — they’ll initially be designated for 50 schools with the lowest reading scores and another 50 schools with the greatest gap between proficient and struggling readers.

Kitchens adds that language in the law will ensure that literacy coaches are spread across Wisconsin, rather than concentrated in only a few districts. Part of his vision for AB 321 is that schools will work with and learn from each other on what reading strategies and interventions are working best. “And I think districts will sort of grow their own coaches as well through this process,” Kitchens says.

A new council (appointed by legislative leaders and Wisconsin’s state superintendent of public instruction) will submit recommendations later this year on a new literacy curriculum as well as the instructional materials to be used in kindergarten through third grade. “It’s going to be a challenge,” Kitchens says about implementation of AB 321 and the law’s quick turnaround time. “I think there will be some hiccups. It’s an ambitious calendar. I wish we had been able to pass the legislation earlier in the session so that we wouldn’t have that problem.”
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Mark Seidenberg, a cognitive scientist, psychologist and professor emeritus at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, is author of the 2017 book “Language at the Speed of Sight: How We Read, Why So Many Can’t, and What Can Be Done About It.” Although being a supporter of reading instruction that is rooted in cognitive science, Seidenberg has expressed in speeches and blog posts that support for SoR “is at risk of turning into a new pedagogical dogma.” “We were a little bit too successful,” he says. “We convinced people of the need for change and where to look, but now we have to deal with the fact that there isn’t a lot of understanding of the research in the pipeline.” “There aren’t any curricula out there that are based on the ‘science of reading.’ They’re just ones that are better or ‘less bad.’” According to Seidenberg, the new laws barring three-cue strategies are a “necessary evil” that transition schools away from unscientific practices. However, he warns that much more research and work needs to be done to refine the SoR model and make it work in the classroom.

Take, for example, the five key skills outlined in Ohio’s SoR approach: phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency and comprehension.

Seidenberg says these five skills are based on a National Reading Panel report first released in 2000. “It’s focusing attention in the right area; we’re in the ballpark,” he says. “But in terms of methods that will be really effective and do things that really change the landscape, I think that’s still going to take work.” Connecting the research from the cognitive scientists with the programming in teacher-preparation courses can be a slow and complex process, one that could become much more challenging for states with quickly approaching deadlines to adopt SoR. Although there has been a lot of emphasis on improving reading comprehension before the end of third grade, Seidenberg adds, extraneous factors mean some students may continue to struggle in later grades. For instance, Mississippi, whose progress inspired change across the country, continues to have eighth-grade reading scores and reading levels well below national averages.

Seidenberg’s advice to legislators and education leaders: Don’t “cast adrift” the needs of these later-grade students; they need specialized reading services and supports as well.

Mark Seidenberg, professor emeritus, University of Wisconsin-Madison

RISKS AND PARALLELS OF ‘PEDAGOGICAL DOGMA’

‘NATION’S REPORT CARD’ SHOWS DROP IN READING SCORES ACROSS MIDWEST BETWEEN 2017 AND 2022

Between 2017 and 2022, average reading scores among fourth- and eighth-graders fell in each of the 11 Midwestern states, according to results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, also known as “The Nation’s Report Card.” The changes from one test year to the next were not always classified as “statistically significant” (accounting for standard sampling and measurement errors). However, a regionwide look at NAEP scores shows:

• Between 2019 and 2022, significant drops in the average scores of fourth-graders in eight Midwestern states: Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio and South Dakota.

• Between 2017 and 2019 (prior to learning disruptions from COVID-19), significant drops in the average scores of fourth-graders in three Midwestern states: Indiana, Kansas and Ohio.

• Between 2019 and 2022, significant drops in the average scores of eighth-graders in seven Midwestern states: Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio and Wisconsin.

• Between 2017 and 2019 (prior to learning disruptions from COVID-19), significant drops in the average scores of eighth-graders in six Midwestern states: Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota.

For fourth-graders, a NEAP score of 208 is the low end of a basic reading level, while a score of 238 or above marks reading proficiency. Eighth-grade students with scores of between 243 and 280 are considered at a basic reading level; a score of 281 and above shows proficiency.
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HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Call volume has jumped with rollout of 988 lifeline; in many states, long-term funding of new crisis-care system is not yet settled

by Tim Anderson (tanderson@csg.org)

The launch of a potentially transformative service to help people in a mental health crisis began with laws and funding from the U.S. Congress. But over the long term, states will determine the scope of the new 988 Suicide & Crisis Lifeline and how it is funded.

The 988 system began in July 2022, and call volume has been up 40 percent in comparison to what it replaced: the 10-digit National Suicide Prevention Line.

"There has been a huge contact surge and it’s very little national promotion," says Stephanie Pasternak, director of state and federal law at the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI).

The fact that more people in crisis are being reached means more suicides can be prevented and more individuals can be connected to counseling and services. For states, though, the challenge becomes building up an infrastructure and workforce to meet increased demand.

‘VITAL FOR PEOPLE IN CRISIS’

Under a 2020 federal law, states were given the authority to create a dedicated telecommunications fee for 988 services. This money can be used not only to ensure call centers are adequately staffed with trained crisis counselors, but also to fund mobile crisis response teams and stabilization services.

Three years later, eight U.S. states, including Minnesota, have created a dedicated fee structure — a monthly, per-line charge on phone bills along with a retailer-based fee for prepaid wireless services.

"We view 988 as vital for people who are in crisis," Minnesota Sen. Melissa Wiklund says, "and so we wanted to find a way to provide a sustainable funding for it, similar to the 911 telecommunications fee."

"It’s a way to emphasize that having appropriate access to a crisis line is equally important as having access to critical emergencies with physical health impacts," she said. And other legislators decided to set the monthly, per-line surcharge on phone bills at a maximum of 25 cents.

It could be lower, though. The state’s health commissioner will recommend the rate based on what is needed to support the lifeline.

Minnesota’s law spells out how revenue from the fee can be used: staffing and technology needs, data collection, promotion of 988, and administration and oversight.

Among the eight states with dedicated fee structures, the monthly surcharge on phone bills ranges from 12 cents to 60 cents, a NAMI analysis shows. That variation is partially because of differences in how states want the fee to be used.

In Virginia, a 12-cent surcharge will raise about $10 million a year and only go toward establishing and administrating a crisis call center.

In contrast, the state of Washington expects to collect $47 million in fiscal year 20227 from its 40-cent fee; this money can be used to fund call centers, mobile crisis response teams and stabilization services.

What we’ve been seeing is states taking a close look at all the funding sources that they have for mental health services, where there are gaps and where they’d like to expand, and then using the fee to fill those gaps," Pasternak says. Minnesota’s new fee was a part of a much larger 2023 omnibus health budget bill. The section of the legislation on 988 doesn’t specifically reference mobile crisis teams or stabilization services.

However, other parts of SF 2995 fund an expansion of mental health services, including $17 million in grants over the next two years for mobile crisis teams.

Made up of mental health professionals, these teams provide rapid responses to crisis situations, helping divert individuals from psychiatric hospitalization while connecting them to ongoing care. Minnesota has included these grants over the past several budget cycles to expand mobile crisis services across the state.

‘A GOOD TIME FOR STATES TO MOVE’

Most Midwestern state legislatures have passed 988 laws over the past few years (see map). These measures have established new 988 trust funds, set up statewide councils to oversee the system, and/or appropriated general-fund dollars.

This year, for instance, Ohio adopted a two-year budget that includes more than $46 million to support the related operations and services. A separate measure in that state, HB 231, would create a 10-cent surcharge on monthly phone bills. Kansas Rep. Brenda Landwehr says discussions in her state about 988 funding began with the idea of some kind of telecommunications fee, but very few states had adopted such a dedicated funding source at the time.

In 2022, the Legislature instead chose to fund the system, at least over the next few years, via an annual general-fund appropriation of $10 million (SB 19). This money must be used to ensure the “efficient and effective routing of calls,” or for the personnel needed for follow-up responses to these calls (including mobile crisis teams and stabilization services).

One notable part of this 2022 law, Landwehr says, was to include people with intellectual or developmental disabilities as among the individuals served by the 988 system.

Over the long run, her hope with 988 is that Kansas residents are guaranteed adequate, rapid responses to mental health crises — regardless of where they live.

That guarantee gets more difficult in some rural areas of the state, especially due to shortages in the mental-health workforce.

"We’re strapped just like all other states are … we just do not have enough therapists out there," Landwehr says.

In future sessions, she expects the Kansas Legislature to consider adopting a telecommunications fee for 988, instead of depending on year-to-year general-fund appropriations.

Many other legislatures are likely to do the same.

Early on, Pasternak says, states have been able to rely on federal dollars and grants to support these systems, but fiscal conditions are changing while calls and texts to the new line continue to go up.

"[The telecommunications] fee opportunity doesn’t expire; states can take advantage of that anytime," she noted. "So it’s something that may roll out over time."

"But now is really a good time for states to move. They’ve got a year’s worth of data on their 988 systems, and so they now have a much better idea of what the costs are and about the revenue they need to sustain [988] over the long term."


CALLS RECEIVED TO SUICIDE & CRISIS LIFELINE, BEFORE AND AFTER ROLLOUT OF 988 LIFELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th># of calls received in July 2023</th>
<th>% change in calls received: July 2023 vs. July 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>12,098</td>
<td>+64.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>3,814</td>
<td>+19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>1,926</td>
<td>+37.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>2,040</td>
<td>+48.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>7,330</td>
<td>+36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>3,763</td>
<td>+30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1,704</td>
<td>+70.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>+82.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>+158.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>6,377</td>
<td>+103.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: 988 Suicide & Crisis Lifeline

BY THE NUMBERS: DEDICATED FEE STRUCTURES, STATUTORY TRUST FUNDS FOR 988 SYSTEMS (AS OF SEPTEMBER 2023)
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Source: National Alliance on Mental Illness

OVERVIEW OF STATE ACTIONS IN MIDWEST TO IMPLEMENT AND FUND THE 988 SUICIDE AND CRISIS LIFELINE (AS OF SEPTEMBER 2023)

Many other states have created a dedicated fee to help fund 988, and some have used other approaches to fund the system. In other states, such as Minnesota, lawmakers are considering different funding mechanisms.

Legislation enacted; telecommunications fee established to fund 988 system; and general-fund appropriations also made for 988.

Legislation enacted and general-fund appropriations made; telecommunications fee for 988 has not been established.

New budget includes general-fund appropriations for 988 system.

Legislation enacted; no general-fund appropriations made and telecommunications fee for 988 has not been established.

No enacted legislation found.

Sources: Reimagine Crisis Response, National Academy for State Health Policy and CSG Midwest research.
Agriculture & Rural Affairs

Year of ‘right to repair’: Activity has included new state laws, private agreements covering farm equipment and many legislative proposals

Has been an uptick in right-to-repair legislative proposals, with measures introduced in 10 different states in 2023, according to the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG). Among them: Illinois’ HB 3593; Iowa’s HB 587, Michigan’s HB 4562; Ohio’s SB 273 and South Dakota’s SB 194. These state measures vary on which products are included and which are exempted from a right-to-repair statute.

For example, a new Colorado law (HB 23-1011) includes farm equipment, while Minnesota’s recently enacted SF 2744 excludes these products. According to Minnesota Sen. Robert Kucek, author of his state’s right-to-repair measure (part of the omnibus SF 2744), the exclusion of farm equipment was intentional. These products were removed from the bill due in part to a national MOU signed in early 2023 by the American Farm Bureau Federation and John Deere.

In that MOU, John Deere agreed to provide diagnostic tools and information to farmers and independent repair shops. In exchange, the Farm Bureau agreed to discontinue right-to-repair lobbying efforts.

Other major agriculture equipment manufacturers such as Case, New Holland, AGCO, Kubota and CLAAS have since signed national MOUs with the Farm Bureau. The issue in the farm sector had been addressed, Kucek says, allowing Minnesota lawmakers to focus on other products and industries. The right-to-repair provisions in SF 2744 ultimately received broad legislative support and have been hailed as one of the most comprehensive actions by a U.S. state to date. It is also the first right-to-repair law in the Midwest.

Fierce Bennett, policy director for the Minnesota Farm Bureau, says agricultural producers in the state support the national MOU between the Farm Bureau and John Deere.

According to Bennett, members generally prefer resolutions through private-party measures, limiting the need for government regulation. And more specifically, the agreements allow farmers to buy access to software manuals, as well as the diagnostic tools needed to service their equipment. Previously, farmers had to wait for technicians to resolve issues, sometimes a costly delay during the harvesting season.

Still, as evidenced by the Colorado law, some legislators believe right-to-repair laws should cover farm equipment to provide stronger consumer protection.

Enforcing Private Right-to-Repair Agreements

An MOU, just like any law, is only as good as written, and state legislators should take a close look at the details of these new agreements, says PIRG’s Nathan Proctor, an advocate for state right-to-repair laws.

Does the MOU contain provisions on enforcement? Does it apply to the entire industry?

If so, Proctor says, it can be just as effective as a law. He points to a 2014 agreement between the automotive industry and independent repair shops as an example of an effective MOU.

Regarding farm equipment, though, Proctor says the MOUs have failed to include enforceability mechanisms. He also notes that while the American Farm Bureau is the largest organization of farmers, not all groups were included in the negotiations and some are still seeking state laws because of the lack of enforceability.

Another concern is the quality of the information and diagnostic tools made available. According to Proctor, PIRG investigators found instances of a company’s own technicians having better diagnostic tools and repair information than those made available to farmers and independent repair shops, placing these groups at a disadvantage.

When considering MOUs as a substitute for a right-to-repair law, Proctor adds, policymakers also need to consider differences among industry sectors and the legal environment.

The automotive industry’s MOU worked because a Massachusetts law would have taken effect if the agreement had been breached. Perhaps even more significantly, Proctor notes, roughly 75 percent of the aftermarket car-repair industry is comprised of independent shops (non-manufacturers). In contrast, only a small percentage of farm equipment repairs are made independent of the manufacturer.

The Farm Bureau maintains that its MOUs will compel manufacturers to produce meaningful repair information and will demonstrate their effectiveness over time.

Bennett says he has not heard any complaints from Minnesota members regarding access to repair information.

Colorado’s right-to-repair law was signed in April. Starting in January, agriculture equipment manufacturers will be required to make repair information and tools available.

Provisions in the farm sector’s new MOUs allow manufacturers to withdraw from these agreements upon enactment of state right-to-repair measures; however, none have done so since passage of the Colorado law.

Saskatchewan MLA Steven Bonk and Kansas Sen. Marc Francisco are co-chairs of the Midwestern Legislative Conference Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee. North Dakota Rep. Paul Thomas is the vice chair. Becky Leis serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the committee.

First-in-the-Midwest Law Excludes Farm Equipment

Over the past several years, there has been a push to introduce a right-to-repair law in the Midwest. However, a state senator from Minnesota recently introduced a bill that would exclude agricultural equipment from the law. This decision has sparked debate among stakeholders in the industry.

Sources: Minnesota Sen. Rob Kucek; Beck Leis; CSG Midwest staff.

About Minnesota’s New Right-to-Repair Law (Part of SF 2744 of 2023)

The state attorney general has the authority to enforce violations. A private claim also may be brought.

The law takes effect in 2024 and applies to most electronic products sold after June 30, 2021.

Certain products are excluded from this “right to repair”: motor vehicles, medical devices, off-road equipment such as farm machinery and tractors, and video game consoles (among several other products).

A Comparison of Right-to-Repair Approaches: State Laws vs. Memorandums of Understanding

State laws

• Applies industry-wide for all products included in the law
• Is binding and enforceable by state authorities when breached
• Compels production of repair information without litigation
• May pressure industry actors to enter into national MOUs to avoid patchwork of state laws

MOUs

• Is a private action that only applies to parties in agreement
• Is enforceable only as prescribed in agreement
• Is often negotiated in response to regulation or litigation
• Is easier to revise
• Gives industry actors more control over terms of agreement, such as protecting proprietary information

For the purposes of product repairs, diagnostics and maintenance, the original manufacturer of digital equipment must make documentation, parts and tools available to consumers and independent repair providers.

About the PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP

The Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) is a national advocacy organization that fights for consumers and the public interest in the areas of food and agriculture, the environment, health, transportation, privacy and democracy. PIRG’s work pushes powerful corporations to operate responsibly and transparently, and helps ensure a healthy marketplace and environment for all Americans.

PIRG investigators found instances of a company’s own technicians having better diagnostic tools and repair information than those made available to farmers and independent repair shops, placing these groups at a disadvantage.

When considering MOUs as a substitute for a right-to-repair law, Proctor adds, policymakers also need to consider differences among industry sectors and the legal environment.

The automotive industry’s MOU worked because a Massachusetts law would have taken effect if the agreement had been breached. Perhaps even more significantly, Proctor notes, roughly 75 percent of the aftermarket car-repair industry is comprised of independent shops (non-manufacturers). In contrast, only a small percentage of farm equipment repairs are made independent of the manufacturer.

The Farm Bureau maintains that its MOUs will compel manufacturers to produce meaningful repair information and will demonstrate their effectiveness over time.

Bennett says he has not heard any complaints from Minnesota members regarding access to repair information.

Colorado’s right-to-repair law was signed in April. Starting in January, agriculture equipment manufacturers will be required to make repair information and tools available.

Provisions in the farm sector’s new MOUs allow manufacturers to withdraw from these agreements upon enactment of state right-to-repair measures; however, none have done so since passage of the Colorado law.

Saskatchewan MLA Steven Bonk and Kansas Sen. Marc Francisco are co-chairs of the Midwestern Legislative Conference Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee. North Dakota Rep. Paul Thomas is the vice chair. Becky Leis serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the committee.
by Jon Davis (jdartes@csorg)

A cross the Midwest, interest in new solar and wind projects is on the rise, but who should make the decisions on approving or denying proposals to build them? The policy choice on siting authority ultimately rests with state legislatures, which in this region have generally taken one of two approaches: 1) leave it to local governments; or 2) carve out a role for state review and decision-making, especially when it comes to larger wind or solar farms (see map). This question of state vs. local control has been getting a closer look in state capitols. The result has been legislative proposals in many Midwestern states, and new laws in at least three: Ohio, Illinois and Indiana.

A REGIONAL OVERVIEW

States such as Indiana, Iowa, Kansas and Michigan leave siting decisions entirely or mostly with counties or other local jurisdictions. In contrast, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin split siting authority in some way between state and local authorities based on a proposed project’s size: larger projects fall under state jurisdiction while smaller ones are left to local authorities. That threshold on when siting authority transfers from local to state control varies. For wind projects, for example, it is:

- 0.5 megawatts in North Dakota,
- 5 MW in Minnesota (though local authorities have the option to retain permitting authority as well for projects up to 25 MW in size); and
- 100 MW in Wisconsin.

In South Dakota, local jurisdictions have authority over facilities of less than 100 MW, but the Public Utility Commission must be notified for construction of facilities above 5 MW. “There’s a logic behind that,” Brian Ross, vice president of renewable energy for the Minneapolis-based Great Plains Institute for Sustainable Development, says about this hybrid approach to siting. “When a project reaches a certain size, it has impacts that are regional in scope and should be considered regionally.” In most cases, he adds, state agencies are the ones big enough to have the expertise necessary to take that broader, regional view.

MORE LOCAL CONTROL IN OHIO

In Ohio, the state’s Power Siting Board has long had control over the siting decisions of major utility facilities. A 2021 law (SB 52), however, gave local authorities a much bigger say in the approval or rejection of wind and solar projects.

First, the county board president and township commissioner (or their designees) where a project has been proposed now become ad hoc voting members of this board, which has seven standing, voting members and four non-voting legislative members. Second, county boards can now designate any unincorporated areas within their jurisdiction as “restricted,” meaning new wind or solar facilities cannot be built there. This designation also can be sought by local residents via a referendum. Since passage of the law, several Ohio county have counties have designations that are regional in scope and should be considered regionally. “When a project reaches a certain size, it has impacts that are regional in scope and should be considered regionally.”

ILLINOIS: BINDING STANDARDS

Before 2023, Illinois was among the Midwestern states that left siting decisions to local authorities. But after passage of the Climate & Equitable Jobs Act of 2021 (SB 2408), which sets a binding target of having a carbon-free power sector by 2050, Sen. Bill Cunningham says legislators began seeing counties enact wind and solar siting regulations so strict they were de facto bans.

“There was a feeling that was a violation of the intent of the [2021] law, and why state standards were necessary,” he says. Hence HB 4412, an amended bill that he sponsored and became law in early 2023. It establishes statewide siting, zoning and setback standards for commercial-size wind and solar projects.

For instance, setback distances for wind towers are set at 1.1 times the maximum blade tip height from public rights-of-way, property lines, and 2.1 times that height from schools, houses of worship, day care or community centers, libraries or residences that are not part of the project. Setback distances for solar facilities are set at 50 feet. Illinois’ new law still allows county boards to vote on proposed projects, but bans county ordinances from being more restrictive than the state setback standards. It also requires counties with siting or zoning standards for wind and solar facilities to hold a public hearing within 45 days of project application’s submission for approval. And another provision in the new law bars counties and municipalities from imposing more restrictive standards than state law.

Indiana’s new hybrid approach is unusual among states, Ross says. “It certainly removed a procedural barrier, but I would raise the point that there were 15 counties that had effectively banned renewable energy projects. The act adds, “There were 90 counties and that’s a number that they had to accommodate just like those 15 had.”

Cunningham notes, though, that the “ability to do a signal to developers reasonable standards for wind and solar. Most just did that, he says, and the new state-level standards embrace and reflect many of those recently set at the county level.”

He believes the new law strikes a good balance — establish state standards but leave counties with the final say. That’s different, he adds, from state standards for livestock production facilities that remove all local control. “We didn’t want to go that far,” Cunningham says.

INDIANA: VOLUNTARY RULES

Signed into law in 2022, Indiana’s SB 411 sets out voluntary criteria covering common siting and zoning issues; for example, height restrictions, setback requirements, sound limits, drainage-related infrastructure repair, and steps for project deconstruction. By adopting these standards, local jurisdictions receive the designation as “wind ready” and/or “solar ready” communities and can get technical assistance from the state. In 2023, legislators approved a follow-up measure (SB 390) that may provide future financial incentives ($1 per megawatt hour of electricity generated) to these wind- and solar-ready counties. SB 390 did not provide adequate state dollars for the incentive fund, however; instead, federal grant money would be needed. In a March 2023 press release, Indiana Sen. Mark Messmer, who authored both recent laws, said communities are now able to “solicit proposals from developers that they are interested in exploring wind or solar opportunities. Ross notes Indiana’s SB 411 was “a consensus piece of legislation” that retains local control. Bills in Indiana to establish State-level siting standards in statute; local governments have permitting authority but cannot set standards more restrictive than state’s.

State-level authority for siting of larger-size projects (local control of smaller projects; size thresholds set in statute)

Local control of siting, regardless of project size

Local control of siting, but some state involvement and/or approval as well (permits, siting approval, certificates, etc.)

Sources: U.S. Department of Energy, University of Michigan Center for State, Local and Urban Policy; and CSG Midwest research

WIND AT ITS BACK: GROWTH IN WIND GENERATION OVER PAST FIVE YEARS IN MIDWEST

Rural Energy & Environment Committee. Ohio Rep. Sharon Ray is the vice chair. Jon Davis serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the committee.

Illinois Sen. Laura Lilliam and Indiana Rep. Ethan Manning are co-chairs of the Midwestern Legislative Conference’s (MLC) Energy & Environment Committee. Ohio Rep. Sharon Ray is the vice chair. Jon Davis serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the committee.


WIND AT ITS BACK: GROWTH IN WIND GENERATION OVER PAST FIVE YEARS IN MIDWEST

Indianapolis-based Great Plains Institute for Sustainable Development, says about this hybrid approach to siting. “When a project reaches a certain size, it has impacts that are regional in scope and should be considered regionally.”

In most cases, he adds, state agencies are the ones big enough to have the expertise necessary to take that broader, regional view.

IN A MARCH 2023 PRESS RELEASE, INDIANA SEN. MARK MESSMER, WHO AuthORED BOTH RECENT LAWS, SAID COMMUNITIES ARE now able to “solicit proposals from developers that they are interested in exploring wind or solar opportunities.”
Northern Dakota Shifts to Defined- Contribution Model for Public Employee Retirement System

Starting in 2023, North Dakota will be closing its defined-benefit pension plan for many newly hired public employees, who will instead be enrolled in a 401(k)-style defined-contribution plan. Supporters of the new law, HB 1040, say the change will help address the state’s long-term unfunded pension liabilities, which stand at 31.9 billion (within the North Dakota Public Employees Retirement System, or NDPERS. This system does not include teachers). North Dakota legislators also injected $200 million into NDPERS. Opponents of HB 1040 say that by closing the defined-benefit system for new employees, the state will no longer have an important source of money to pay the benefits of retirees — namely, the pension contributions of those new workers. They argue that a better legislative solution was to shore up, but keep, the existing system. Defined benefit plans remain the predominant model for state retirement systems. However, more and more states are trying new approaches. According to a September 2023 study by the National Association of State Retirement Administrators, five Midwestern states now use some kind of “hybrid” model in one or more of their systems: “cash balance” plans in Kansas and Nebraska (a worker accrues money in an account, which converts to an annuity upon his or her retirement), or a combination of defined-benefit and defined-contribution plans in Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. Among those five states, Indiana has the highest percentage of public employees participating in a hybrid plan, the association found.

In a recent national study, the Equable Institute estimates that the average funded ratio among the nation’s largest state and local pension plans moved from 14 percent, up from 64 percent in 2022. The funded ratio is the value of assets in a pension fund divided by the value of promised lifetime income benefits, and it varies considerably from state to state (see map). The institute classifies the statewide pension plans in Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Wisconsin as “resilient” because they have funding ratios of 90 percent or more. All other statewide systems in the Midwest are classified as “fragile” (ratios of between 60 percent and 90 percent) or “distressed” (under 60 percent).

All-Day Kindergarten Coming to Schools across Illinois Under Recently Enacted Law

Illinois is set to become the first state in the Midwest to require its school districts to offer full-day kindergarten. HB 2396, signed into law in August, takes effect with the 2026-27 school year; districts may be granted a two-year waiver from the requirement by demonstrating a lack of adequate state funding or limited capital resources. Under the law, Illinois schools must offer “developmentally appropriate...play-based learning” led by a licensed teacher. Proponents of HB 2396 point to research showing higher levels of math and reading achievement among students enrolled in full-day programs; they also say the policy change will result in social and emotional benefits for students.

According to the Education Commission of the States, as of June 2023, 16 states already were mandating full-day kindergarten. In the Midwest, Michigan has no half-day-only requirement at all; the other states in the region either don’t specify half-day vs. full day or spell out a half-day-only requirement in statute. ECS researchers also found that Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin are among the 17 states with laws requiring children to attend kindergarten.

Number of People Living in Poverty Spiked in 2022; Rates Are Relatively Low Across Midwest

Every state in the Midwest has a poverty rate lower than the U.S. average, and Wisconsin and Minnesota have among the smallest percentage of residents living at or below the poverty threshold set by the federal government. When using the supplemental poverty measure, or SPM, the rates in this region range from a low of 5.1 percent in Wisconsin to a high of 8.0 percent in Michigan. The SPM has become a preferred way of gauging poverty because it takes into account several factors that the “official” poverty measure does not — for example, government programs that assist low-income families, geographic variation in housing expenses, state and federal taxes, and work and medical expenses. Among U.S. states, California has the highest percentage of residents living in poverty (13.2 percent).

Part of a U.S. Census Bureau study released in September, the state-by-state data are based on poverty rates in 2020, 2021 and 2022. The same study also compares changes in national rates between 2021 and 2022, a period in which the number of U.S. residents living in poverty increased significantly, as measured by the SPM. That’s due in large part to the end of pandemic-related government policies that had expanded the reach of child tax credits, earned income tax credits and health coverage.

Under the new law, current legislators must vote on whether to extend the half-day requirement for three years. If they do, they must report back in May 2026. Proponents of HB 2396 point to research showing higher levels of math and reading achievement among students enrolled in full-day programs; they also say the policy change will result in social and emotional benefits for students.

According to the Education Commission of the States, as of June 2023, 16 states already were mandating full-day kindergarten. In the Midwest, Michigan has no half-day-only requirement at all; the other states in the region either don’t specify half-day vs. full day or spell out a half-day-only requirement in statute. ECS researchers also found that Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin are among the 17 states with laws requiring children to attend kindergarten.

In September 2023, Minnesota voters overwhelmingly approved a constitutional amendment creating the independent Legislative Salary Council, which now sets legislative salaries every two years. The most recent change took effect in July and bumped annual pay up to $31,750. Prior to the council’s formation, legislative pay in Minnesota was $31,140 per year and had gone unchanged for a decade and a half.

The pay of legislators in Wisconsin is included in a compensation plan that covers other state elected officials as well as state employees. Developed by the Department of Administration (an executive branch agency), the plan must get approval from a joint legislative committee. Michigan has a State Officers Compensation Commission, but any of its recommended changes to the pay of legislators must be voted on and approved by the House and Senate. Nebraska is the only Midwestern state where salaries are constitutionally prescribed; as a result, any change in legislative pay in that state — currently $12,000 a year — requires voter approval.

Two in the region have statutory language that automatically adjusts legislative pay: in South Dakota, annual changes make the salary equal to 20 percent of the state’s median income; and in Indiana, the pay level is equal to 18 percent of the salary for trial court judges. Minnesota’s current pay is $12,000 a year. In early 2023, the Illinois General Assembly bumped up the annual legislative salary to $85,000; an automatic cost-of-living increase of 5 percent also took effect with the passage and signing of the state’s new state budget.

The pay of legislators in Wisconsin is included in a compensation plan that covers other state elected officials as well as state employees. Developed by the Department of Administration (an executive branch agency), the plan must get approval from a joint legislative committee. Michigan has a State Officers Compensation Commission, but any of its recommended changes to the pay of legislators must be voted on and approved by the House and Senate. Nebraska is the only Midwestern state where salaries are constitutionally prescribed; as a result, any change in legislative pay in that state — currently $12,000 a year — requires voter approval.

Two in the region have statutory language that automatically adjusts legislative pay: in South Dakota, annual changes make the salary equal to 20 percent of the state’s median income; and in Indiana, the pay level is equal to 18 percent of the salary for trial court judges. Among those use of commissions or statutory formulas, legislators typically must initiate and then approve changes in their own pay. In early 2023, the Illinois General Assembly bumped up the annual legislative salary to $85,000; an automatic cost-of-living increase of 5 percent also took effect with the passage and signing of the state’s new state budget.

Number of People Living in Poverty Spiked in 2022; Rates Are Relatively Low Across Midwest

Every state in the Midwest has a poverty rate lower than the U.S. average, and Wisconsin and Minnesota have among the smallest percentage of residents living at or below the poverty threshold set by the federal government. When using the supplemental poverty measure, or SPM, the rates in this region range from a low of 5.1 percent in Wisconsin to a high of 8.0 percent in Michigan. The SPM has become a preferred way of gauging poverty because it takes into account several factors that the “official” poverty measure does not — for example, government programs that assist low-income families, geographic variation in housing expenses, state and federal taxes, and work and medical expenses. Among U.S. states, California has the highest percentage of residents living in poverty (13.2 percent).}

Part of a U.S. Census Bureau study released in September, the state-by-state data are based on poverty rates in 2020, 2021 and 2022. The same study also compares changes in national rates between 2021 and 2022, a period in which the number of U.S. residents living in poverty increased significantly, as measured by the SPM. That’s due in large part to the end of pandemic-related government policies that had expanded the reach of child tax credits, earned income tax credits and health coverage.

Here are some notable national trends and statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau report:

- The overall SPM poverty rate was 12.4 percent in 2022; that is a year-over-year increase of 59 percent.
- The SPM-child poverty rate more than doubled: 5.2 percent in 2021 to 12.4 percent in 2022. Among married-couple households, the rate in 2022 was 7.6 percent, compared to 22.6 percent for female-headed households and 14.7 percent for male-headed households.
- In 2022, the most significant government programs moving individuals out of poverty were Social Security (28.9 million people), refundable tax credits (6.4 million) and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (3.7 million). On the flip side, medical expenses moved 7.1 million people into poverty.

Methods of Setting Pay for Legislators

No state constitution establishes salary
Independent commission has authority to regularly set/change level of pay
Non-legislative entity/committee regularly recommends changes in pay, legislature must OK changes
Formula in state statute makes regular, automatic adjustments in pay
Pay set/changed by legislature

* Ohio legislators are getting annual salary raises of 1.75 percent through 2023 under a law passed in 2018.
How the ‘quiet leaders’ in her life and community continue to inspire her, and why legislative success to her means much more than ‘wins’ inside the Capitol

PROFILE: WISCONSIN SENATE MINORITY LEADER MELISSA AGARD

by Jon Davis (jbdavis@sgc.org)

A first, Melissa Agard thought she might be too busy to seek elective office. She was, after all, the mother of three young boys at the time, a small-business owner, and already very active in her hometown of Madison, Wis. Friends and neighbors were encouraging her to run for an open seat on the county board, but Agard wasn’t so sure — until a fateful conversation she had with two of her boys. They had come to Mom asking for some relief from a community-service requirement at school. “They knew I already dragged them around and had them do so many different things for the community,” Agard says, “and they wanted me to call the teacher and excuse them.”

Agard sat them on the couch. “This is your community asking you to step up,” she told them. They weren’t the only ones who got the message. “As those words dripped out of my mouth — and my two little boys’ faces wondered what they’d gotten themselves into, getting this lecture from their mom — I realized I was actually delivering a lecture to myself.”

She listened, running for a spot on the county board and serving two terms there. Soon, though, Agard’s attention turned to state politics, especially after the passage of Act 10 in 2011, a contentious measure on public unions and collective bargaining that sparked protests and brought national attention to Wisconsin.

“I looked around and thought, I have a couple of choices: I could complain and completely withdraw from politics, or I could try and roll up my sleeves and work to make the world a little better,” she says. In 2012, she won a newly drawn Assembly seat on Madison’s North Side. She moved to the Senate in 2020, and a path to leadership soon opened up. Chosen caucus vice chair at the start of her first term, Agard was elected minority leader by her legislative peers in 2022.

In an interview with CSG Midwest, Agard reflected on her first year as a top caucus leader and shared her perspective on leadership, both inside and outside the Wisconsin Legislature. Here are excerpts.

Q: How do you define leadership in the legislature?
A: It goes back to my time in the Assembly — what does success look like, not only for me but for my constituents? Leadership is a lot of listening. Leadership is stepping outside of what may be comfortable, and knowing that you’re not always going to be faced with cheers. There may be people there that have tough questions. It’s about making safe spaces for people with differing opinions to be able to share their views.

Q: Who has been your role models when it comes to leadership?
A: The best leaders, the people I really look at as successful leaders, aren’t necessarily other elected officials. They’re people who are quiet leaders in changing the world around them. It’s people like my grandmother, who was a stay-at-home mom with seven children figuring out how to keep her family moving and continuing to give back to her community. Or young people exhibiting leadership, standing up against adversities and things that don’t feel right to them and being brave enough to use their voice and optimism.

Q: What did you learn from your experience as a new legislator, especially as a member of the minority party, that you try to impart to colleagues?
A: I think elected officials need to sit down and meet with their constituents and their staff, and also think to themselves: What is a win? What does that look like? In the Assembly, I spent a lot of time learning the rules of the house and living my values — knocking on doors in my district and drafting legislation in response to what my constituents wanted to see happen. I wasn’t stepping up in a leadership role. I felt there were other people hungry to do that and were doing a good job. So I spent my time defining success by forging an engagement with my district and my community, while also supporting my colleagues.

Q: How and why did you step so quickly into Senate leadership?
A: Going back to a lesson that my dad taught me: if you see something you think can be done differently, you have a couple of options, and one of them is rolling up your sleeves and putting yourself out there. I was a freshman member of the state Senate when I ran for caucus vice chair and was thrilled to be unanimously elected to that position by my colleagues. I think people saw me as someone who had a proven track record in the Assembly and in my community. And I certainly had worked hard over the years to build trust and collaborative relationships with my colleagues in the Senate when I was in the Assembly.

Q: As minority leader, how do you manage the differences with the majority?
A: I have a lot of respect for Senator [Devin] LeMahieu [the majority leader]. We sit down and have conversations and touch base with each other; our staffs have good relations with one another. Do I agree with what he’s putting on the calendar, what bills he’s moving or not moving forward? Not so much, but I do think it’s important to him that there’s a sense of decorum and respect for the body in which we serve, as well as a respect for me and my staff and for the role that I serve in the Capitol.

Q: What do you view as your biggest legislative accomplishments to date?
A: It’s always an achievement when you get a bill signed, when you get to go to the governor’s office and stand there for the pictures. But my biggest legislative wins are linked to the time and energy I spend knocking on doors, engaging in listening sessions, and lifting up the true heroes — the everyday people of our community. I’m also very proud of the bipartisan work that I’ve been able to do. It took six years, different attorneys general and different iterations of legislative champions, but we closed the loopholes in Wisconsin that were creating backdoors in [the processing of] sexual assault kits. We are also now providing tracking systems for survivors to track their kits.

Those are real wins, and life-savers for many people.

BIO-SKETCH: WISCONSIN SEN. MELISSA AGARD

✓ has been a member of the Wisconsin Legislature since 2013
✓ elected Senate minority leader in 2022
✓ is a graduate of two CSG leadership programs: the Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership Development (Class of 2014) and the Henry Toll Fellowship (Class of 2015)
✓ is a lifelong resident of Madison, where she lives with her four sons
✓ is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Protect the institution, prioritize policy over politics: Top leader uses those principles in guiding the chamber and a supermajority legislative caucus

by Derek Cantú (dcantu@csg.org)

Now three years into the job, Speaker Todd Huston still keeps in mind two pieces of advice that his predecessor gave him as the two planned for a transition in leadership at the Indiana House.

Number one: “Your first job as speaker of the House is to protect the institution.”

“You have the responsibility to make sure that the institution is sound and respected,” Huston says about what he learned from Speaker Brian Bosma, who held the position longer than any other person in state history.

Number two: “Good policy makes for good politics.”

“How do the right thing and the politics will shake itself out,” Huston says, “and I just try to remind myself of that all the time.

“You don’t always ‘get it right’ as a legislator or leader, he adds, but adhering to those two principles helps keep your state, the legislature and your caucus going in the right direction.

It also allows Huston to stay true to what led him to seek state elective office in the first place — “to do things that have an impact for my district and for the state for years and decades to come.”

He joined the House in 2012, and by that time, Huston already had made a mark as a leader on education policy, serving on his local school board and, at the behest of then-Gov. Mitch Daniels, on the State Board of Education and Indiana Education Roundtable.

The chance to become speaker arose in late 2019, and it also came with a unique learning opportunity.

Bosma had announced he would retire at the end of the 2020 session, and House Republicans unanimously chose Huston as “speaker elect.” It was the first time the caucus had ever created such a position, and allowed Huston to learn directly under Bosma’s tutelage.

That session of transition now “seems like a lifetime ago,” says Huston, but it’s one he’ll always be thankful for.

In a recent interview with CSG Midwest, Huston reflected on his views of legislative leadership and effectiveness, recent new laws in Indiana on education policy and more. Here are excerpts.

Q You’ve talked about what you learned from your predecessor. What other lessons have you taken away from your many years in public service?

A You have to work with people. You have to work to get the number of votes you need. You can have a great idea, but if you can’t get people to support that idea, it’s not going to go anywhere. I also tell new members, “You’re going to learn a lot. A lot of it’s going to be through experience. And the only thing that compensates for that lack of experience is just hard work.”

Q How do you seek consensus or support within your own caucus, as well as among legislative leaders from both parties and the entire House?

A That all begins with building relationships within our caucus and within the body. People need to know that you’re going to listen to them and you’re going to respect them. It doesn’t mean you’re always going to agree with them. …

The other thing is you’ve got to know your topic. You can’t ‘cheat’ by thinking that since you’re in a position of leadership, people are just going to follow blindly.

Q Indiana has a long history of offering school vouchers/choice, but private-school attendance has been dropping. Do you believe the expansion could change this trend?

A I don’t know if it will or it won’t. I guess what I would say is I’m not really worried about that trend; I’m just worried about getting kids in the schools that best fits their needs. The private schools will have to compete for kids and make a value proposition to parents that that’s the best place for their kid to go to school. And if the schools do it, good for them. If they don’t, that’s their problem.

For us, we just felt like this is about money following students to the schools that best fit their needs, no matter whether that is a traditional public school, a charter school or a private school.

Q You also have been heavily involved with the legislature’s expanded investment in the Regional Economic Acceleration & Development Initiative, or READI.

A I’ll take one step back and just note that it’s one of the key areas of my legislative career where I was just wrong initially. In 2015, the Regional Cities Initiative was put into place, and I was not a super big supporter of that and just wasn’t sure that the bang was worth the dollars. I then traveled the state and went to the areas that received [initiative funding] and heard and saw the impact that it had. It’s about building quality of life, connecting communities together, building partnerships. I realized, “Hey, I don’t think I was right in my opinion on that program.” …

We then had an opportunity in 2021 to make an investment in READI, which shares those same goals. It’s about quality of place, it’s about creating connections between communities — things that will have long-term impacts that maybe a community or a region couldn’t have done without a little state assistance.

We were able to fund $500 million in each of the last two budgets. And I continue to hear nothing but positive things [about the impacts]. … The best part is it’s created a tremendous amount of cooperation and really positive activity to bring people together to solve community and regional issues.

PROFILE: INDIANA SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE TODD HUSTON

“I’ve got to know your topic. You can’t ‘cheat’ by thinking that since you’re in a position of leadership, people are just going to follow blindly.”
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✓ became speaker in 2020; first elected to the Indiana House in 2012
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CSG is leading a national effort that boosts changes of workforce success among disabled youths

CSG and its partner organizations have secured a five-year, $7.5 million federal grant to continue work on policies that improve employment opportunities and outcomes for disabled youths.

Through research, partnerships and shared best practices, the Center for Advancing Policy on Employment for Youth focuses on the role of states in improving employment outcomes. The recently announced U.S. Department of Labor grant continues funding for this center, also known as CAPE-Youth.

The Council of State Governments oversees the development and management of the center.

“With the workforce rapidly changing due to technological advances, it is critical that we make sure youth and young adults with disabilities and the systems that support them can adapt to the changing landscape,” says Lindsay Lucas, CAPE-Youth project manager at CSG.

Along with the Department of Labor’s Office of Disability Employment Policy, CSG’s partners in this initiative are the K. Lisa Yang and Hock E. Tan Institute on Employment and Disability at Cornell University, San Diego State University’s Interwork Institute and the National Association of Workforce Development Professionals.

Nationwide, more than 1.3 million young people between the ages of 16 and 24 have a disability.

In early September, legislators from both sides of the border traveled to Québec City for a one-of-a-kind event that explores Great Lakes policies and the role of state and provincial legislators.

The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus (GLLC) meets in person annually. Throughout the year, the GLLC also holds policy-focused institutes for legislators, tracks state and provincial bills, holds web-based meetings, and coordinates regional discussion and actions on Great Lakes policy.

The binational, bipartisan group receives staff support from CSG Midwest. It is led by an Executive Committee of legislators from all 10 jurisdictions of the Great Lakes basin, with Wisconsin Sen. André Jacque (chair) and Illinois Sen. Laura Fine (vice chair) currently serving as officers.

Membership is free and open to all legislators from the Great Lakes’ states and provinces. More information on the GLLC, its services, upcoming events and membership is available at greatlakeslegislators.org.

With support from CSG Midwest, binational group of legislators comes together to advance Great Lakes and water policies

NEW RESOLUTIONS ON CLIMATE RESILIENCY, BRANDON ROAD PROJECT

At this year’s meeting, GLLC members passed five resolutions, including policy statements that:

- support continuation of the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, as well as a greater focus within this federal program on addressing climate resiliency and PFAS contamination;
- urge the signing of a Project Partnership Agreement between the state of Illinois and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to ensure continued progress on the Brandon Road Interbasin Project, a plan to prevent the introduction of invasive species to the Great Lakes via the Illinois Waterway; and
- commit the caucus to developing recommendations and identifying areas for regional collaboration in the area of climate resiliency.

CSG Midwest and the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus thank the Joyce Foundation, Charles S. Moffett Foundation, Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation and National Assembly of Québec for supporting this year’s meeting and the continuing work of the caucus.

CHARTING THE FUTURE OF REGIONAL PASSENGER RAIL

At the meeting, participants learned about MIPRC’s plans to take an even bigger leadership role in coordinating a regionwide build-out of passenger rail, including new corridors and improved services for riders. The commission, which gets staff support from CSG Midwest, was formed via an interstate compact. Current member states are Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota and Wisconsin.

The Council of State Governments was founded in 1933 as a national, nonpartisan organization to assist and advance state government. The headquarters office, in Lexington, Ky., is responsible for a variety of national programs and services, including research, reference publications, innovations transfer, suggested state legislation and interstate consulting services. The Midwestern Office supports several groups of state officials, including the Midwestern Legislative Conference, an association of all legislators representing 11 states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin) and the Canadian province of Saskatchewan. The provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario are MLA-affiliate members.

REGISTER NOW FOR CSG CONFERENCE, AND GET READY FOR 4 DAYS OF LEARNING

State officials from across the country, representing all three branches of state government, are coming to North Carolina’s capital city to learn from each other along with some of the nation’s top experts in public policy and leadership.

To join your colleagues, register for the CSG National Conference at csg.org. The agenda for the four-day meeting (Dec. 6-9) includes sessions on a host of state-related policy issues: mental health and substance abuse, child care, long-term care, housing, artificial intelligence, workforce development and apprenticeships, election law, flood security, online consumer privacy, violent crime, and more.

On the meeting’s final day, the Executive Committee of CSG’s Midwestern Legislative Conference will meet. This committee guides the work of the bipartisan, binational MLC and CSG Midwest’s staff support of it. All legislators from the Midwest are members of the MLC.

This year’s National Conference also will include a luncheon presentation from historian Douglass Brinkley, along with professional development workshops on media relations, optimizing the use of social media, managing conflict, and effective political messaging.
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Q & A WITH BILLD ALUMNI ON LEADERSHIP: TWO GRADUATES REFLECT ON NEW ROLES AS APPROPRIATIONS CHAIRS

What is one lesson you learned from leading an appropriations committee for the first time that you will use in future sessions?

Sen. Bekkedahl: Time management was a huge learning curve for me, and it surprised me as that has always been one of my strong suits. As the new appropriations chair, I made the decision — in consultation with our Senate majority leader, David Hogue — to break our full committee into three divisions as the House of Representatives has done. While the full committee structure we had used before gave everyone on the committee information on every budget and every bill we saw, it also took a lot of committee time, as well as my time as chairman.

Breaking the full committee down into three sections enabled more time for me to focus on leadership issues and meetings, while also enabling some very knowledgeable committee members to take on roles as division chairs. It also provided more public-hearing opportunities, as our division committee rooms were set up technologically to have multiple public hearings on the budgets and bills at the same time as the other divisions were doing the same thing.

Rep. Vigesaa: The House Appropriations Committee is divided into three sections that each are responsible for certain state agency budgets. The one important lesson I learned was to be more involved in section hearings and discussions throughout the legislative session, so when final budgeting decisions are made for each agency or policy legislation that has an appropriation attached, I am more informed and prepared for final negotiations.

How has this new leadership role differed from your previous legislative work on standing policy committees in North Dakota?

Sen. Bekkedahl: The focus [of work on previous committees] was always on setting policy, without a lot of consideration of financing the policy. On Appropriations, we are solely focused on the budgets and other bills’ fiscal impacts... I must admit there are times I wish I could have worked more with policy committees on things before we see them in Appropriations, just as they probably wish they could have more input into what we do. But on balance, everything works out for the best. We are fortunate there is a great deal of trust between committee chairs, and between the [two] chambers as well.

Rep. Vigesaa: I enjoy Appropriations because the role is a bit more defined. Yes, there are occasionally policy decisions that are tied to funding, but in general, you are primarily charged with setting budget amounts to state agencies and some policy legislation. In North Dakota, we must leave every legislative session with a balanced budget for the next biennium. The Appropriations Committees must work within the confines of the forecasted revenues. Our committee is also responsible for establishing that revenue forecast.

How did the BILLD experience, and skills you gained through the program, help prepare you for a leadership position on state budgeting?

Sen. Bekkedahl: I think the biggest take away I had from BILLD as a whole was learning about interacting with others and the importance of relationships and respect in elected office — respect not just from other legislators and officials, but from the general public as well. BILLD also helped me understand time management and learning to understand others. Listening is always more beneficial than talking in terms of getting good information. And relative to state budgeting, I learned the importance of listening, researching and diligently seeking information to be able to make good fiscal decisions. What I learned at BILLD was leaders listen and learn. I’ve appreciated that and have tried to continue to do that every day in my time of public service.

Rep. Vigesaa: BILLD is a valuable experience for a newly elected legislator. Little did I know at the time that conflict resolution, consensus building, and negotiation skills would play such an important role in my legislative career. All of these attributes were touched upon during my BILLD education. The emphasis on effective communication was also a memorable segment of the training. All of those skills I mentioned have certainly benefitted me in my role as chairman of the House Appropriations Committee. I highly recommend all legislators seek acceptance to the BILLD program.